Structural imaging in children with chronic focal epilepsy: diagnostic algorithms and exploration strategies.
Malformations of cortical development, especially focal cortical dysplasia in infants and children, and hippocampal sclerosis in adolescents with epilepsy are frequent lesions, but they are overlooked on standard MRI. In infants, errors in the interpretation of MRI in epilepsy can be attributed to MRI signal changes due to ongoing myelination. Poor technique, perceptual misses, incomplete knowledge and poor judgment are, however, other likely sources of errors when reading MRIs. This review covers MRI search strategies, i.e., how to conduct MRI examinations in epilepsy and what to expect in the structural MRI of an infant or child with focal epilepsy. Exploiting increased sensitivity, false positive results can be avoided in the light of a clinical hypothesis, possibly isolating a localized brain area by seizure semiology, EEG, and sometimes PET prior to MR reading.